Abstract: This paper is a study of the structure and dynamics of near-critical and supercritical water for thermodynamic states above the critical temperature in a wide range of density by infrared absorption and quasi-elastic neutron scattering. The evolution of the shape of the infrared profiles associated with the internal vibrational modes of water has been investigated. In supercritical water, at T = 380 °C and low pressure (density), in the range 25-50 bar (0.01-0.05 gؒcm -3 ), only monomers are detected. A progressive increase of the pressure (density) from 50 to 250 bar (from 0.05 to 0.4 gؒcm -3 ) leads to the appearance of dimers and trimers. In order to obtain information on the dynamics, we have performed incoherent quasielastic neutron-scattering experiments on light water for several thermodynamic states (200 < T < 400°C and 184 < P < 400 bar) corresponding to densities ranging from 0.2 to 0.9 gؒcm -3 . The results have been analyzed using a jump diffusion model and the two parameters of this model, namely, τ 0 , the residence time and D, the translational diffusion coefficient, have been determined as a function of the density.
INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, there has been an increasing interest in studies of the structure and dynamics of water at high temperatures and pressures and in particular in the supercritical domain. This can be explained by the fact that thermochemical properties of sub-and supercritical water (SCW) are remarkably different from those at ambient conditions [1] [2] [3] . The peculiar behavior of SCW is related to the changes in the hydrogen bond network at high temperatures. Thus, experimental investigations of the intermolecular structure and dynamics provide clues for the understanding of the SCW properties. The structural properties have been investigated using X-rays and neutron-scattering experiments [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . It has been found that the number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule, which is about 3.5 in the liquid state, decreases to about 1.8 in dense supercritical water. In order to obtain information about the state of aggregation of water in a wide range of temperatures and pressures in the near-critical and supercritical domain, we have performed an investigation by infrared spectroscopy, which is particularly well adapted to probe hydrogen bonding even at very low densities. On the other hand, as incoherent neutron scattering has appeared to be a powerful tool to investigate the diffusive motions of water in the liquid state at low temperatures, this technique may be reliable for the investigation of the dynamics of supercritical water.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Mid-infrared spectroscopy
The measurements were performed on a Biorad interferometer (type FTS-60A) equipped with a globar source, a KBr-Ge beam splitter and a DTGS detector. Single-beam spectra recorded in the spectral range 400-6000 cm -1 with a 2 cm -1 resolution were obtained by the Fourier transformation of 100 accumulated interferograms. We have used a special stainless steel cell designed in our laboratory in order to obtain a thin film of water at temperatures up to 380 °C and under pressures up to 250 bar. The sealing of the cell is ensured by a graphite ring, which is disposed around the window. The cell was equipped with two sapphire windows separated by a copper spacer ensuring a path length varying between 10 and 150 µm. Although the path length of the cell is known from the thickness of the spacer, we have usually used the interference technique to obtain an accurate determination of the thickness of the water layer. Let us emphasize that at least three different spacers, with thicknesses of 10, 25, and 150 µm, were needed to collect the data over the wide range of densities. We have checked the reproducibility of the data by measuring water under the same thermodynamics conditions with different path lengths. The heating of the cell was performed using a band heater disposed around the cell in which two thermocouples were placed, the first one was located close to the band heater to achieve the temperature regulation and the second was kept close to the sample area in order to measure the temperature of the sample with an accuracy of about ∆T~ ±2 K. The cell was then connected via a stainless steel capillary to a manual pump (Top Industrie SA), thus allowing to reach pressures up to 25 MPa with an absolute uncertainty of ±0.1 MPa and a relative error of ±0.3 %.
Quasi-elastic incoherent neutron scattering
The experiments have been performed using the time-of-flight spectrometer IN6 at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble (France) using an incident wavelength of 4.1 Å with an energy resolution of about 160 µeV in the momentum transfer range (0.39 < Q < 2.5 Å). For these high-temperature and -pressure measurements, we have used a sample cell made of niobium, for which the incoherent scattering length is zero. The cell is constituted of two concentric cylinders, the inner one with 6-mm diameter and the outer one with 6.2-mm internal diameter and a wall thickness of 6 mm. This geometry has been used in order to reduce the multiple scattering effects in water. The cell is connected via a long stainless steel capillary to a hydraulic pressurizing system that permits the control of the pressure up to 100 MPa with an absolute uncertainty of ±0.1 MPa and a relative error of ±0.3 %. The cell, the capillary, and the pressurizing system are filled with pure H 2 O at room temperature. The cell is placed in the center of a cylindrical vanadium-sheet furnace, which is regulated by a computerized temperature control (∆T ~ ±0.5°C). The measuring time of each spectrum varied from 8 to 16 h depending on the density of the water sample.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mid-infrared absorption
We have reported in Fig. 1 the evolution of the OH antisymmetric (ν 3 ) and symmetric (ν 1 ) stretches of SCW at T = 380°C as a function of pressure (density) in the range 25-250 bar (0.01-0.43 gؒcm -3 ). At the lowest density, we observe a remnant of the complicated rovibrational structure of the ν 3 stretching mode centered at 3756 cm -1 . As expected for a C 2v asymmetric top molecule, the ν 3 mode exhibits a P,Q,R structure (A-type band).
Notice that the contribution of the ν 1 mode at about 3657 cm -1 is not observed because its activity is lower by a factor of 10 compared with that of the ν 3 mode [9] . The integrated intensity of absorption of water at T = 380°C and P = 25 bar in the OH stretching region is about 59 ± 2 km mol -1
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and found to be in almost perfect agreement with the value reported by Bondarenko et al. [10] . Therefore, under these conditions, water is in its monomeric form.
As the density increases from ρ = 0.01 up to ρ = 0.1 gؒcm -3 , we observe an enhancement of the intensity of the spectrum and a significant perturbation of the band shape. This is reflected by a peak situated at about 3600 cm -1 superimposed over the envelop of the PQR structure, the Q branch of which is enhanced at about 3750 cm -1 comparatively to the wings whilst the R branch leads to a shoulder at 3850 cm -1 . These spectral variations might be attributed to the occurrence of small oligomers in the fluid. Finally, in the density range 0.1 < ρ < 0.4 gؒcm -3 , we mostly observe a profile having a doublet structure. As the density increases, we observe a progressive enhancement of the intensity and a shift toward lower frequencies as well as a broadening of these profiles, leading to a broad band with two maxima at about 3650 and 3550 cm -1 at the highest density investigated. The shoulder observed at 3850 cm -1 at the lowest density progressively disappears, whereas a new shoulder is observed at about 3250 cm -1 . This spectral evolution is in a good agreement with the spectral data reported by Gorbaty et al. [11] in the same density range but at a higher temperature, T = 500°C. In order to tentatively assign our IR experimental findings, we have also reported in Fig. 1 the computed IR activities at the frequency values of the stretching modes of monomeric water and small water clusters (ranging from dimer to tetramer) obtained from DFT calculations [12, 13] . We observed in the region of the antisymmetric stretch, at about 3720-3750 cm -1 , the band associated with the "free" OH stretching mode of the oligomers. It is found to be almost independent of the size of the cluster. In contrast, at lower frequencies, in the range 3200-3550 cm -1 , we observe the peaks associated with H-bonded OH stretches of the oligomers, the frequencies of which decrease strongly with the cluster size. Moreover, we observe a strong increase of the IR intensities with the cluster size. These spectral manifestations of the OH stretching band upon clustering are very helpful for the qualitative analysis of the IR spectra. Indeed, the peak centered at about 3600 cm -1 can be clearly associated with the H-bonded OH stretch of a dimer, whereas the peak associated with trimers and tetramers is expected at lower frequency. The comparison of the calculated frequencies of the OH stretch with those of the experimental spectra allows us to infer that the H-bonded species increase on going from density values of 0.01 up to 0.1 gؒcm -3 , and that they are essentially constituted of dimers. Therefore, only monomeric water is detected in SCW at T = 380°C and low pressure (density) in the range 25-50 bar (0.01-0.05 gؒcm -3 ). A progressive increase of the pressure (density) from 50 to 180 bar (from 0.05 to 0.1 gؒcm -3 ) shows the occurrence of dimers in the fluid. These findings are in agreement with previously reported results [10, [14] [15] [16] . In particular, we note that the density threshold from which dimers occur, at about 0.04-0.05 gؒcm -3 , is in qualitative agreement with other experimental [10] and theoretical work [14] . In addition, such a density threshold is also seen from NMR data [16] and molecular dynamics results [15] on rotational relaxation time.
Upon increasing the density from 0.1 to 0.4 gؒcm -3 , we can infer from the previous discussion that the H-bonded species occurring in the fluid are mainly trimers, with the OH characteristic frequency of about 3410 cm -1 . However, if tetramers are present in the fluid at higher densities, they are certainly in much lower proportion, as indicated by the weak shoulder at 3250 cm -1 . This finding is supported by the fact that the IR activity of the characteristic mode of tetramers is strong so that even a small concentration of such clusters should give rise to a noticeable component. An alternative assignment of the shoulder observed at 3250 cm -1 may be the existence of a Fermi resonance between the overtone of the bending mode (2ν 2 ) and the OH stretching mode, which has been put in evidence by Raman scattering [17] .
Finally, the presence of larger clusters can be ruled out because their characteristic OH band is situated at lower frequencies than those observed here. Therefore, SCW is essentially composed of monomers, dimers, and trimers at T = 380°C and pressures (density) in the range 200-250 bar (0.1-0.4 gؒcm -3 ). This conclusion is consistent with molecular dynamics simulations, which provide estimates of the percentage of water molecules forming i hydrogen bonds with their neighbors [18] . It was shown that under thermodynamics conditions close to ours, i is ranging from 0 to 2, that is to say, monomers, dimers, and trimers. Similar conclusions were reached by other authors from the analysis of molecular dynamics results in terms of H-bonded cluster size distributions [19] .
Quasi-elastic incoherent neutron scattering
The quasi-elastic incoherent neutron-scattering spectra I(Q,ω) have been fitted using the equation: (1) where R(ω) is the instrumental resolution and I background denotes the background contribution. The incoherent scattering law S(Q,ω) is given by [20] : (2) where the first term is the Debye-Waller factor and <u 2 > the mean-square amplitude of the vibrations. R(Q,ω) accounts for the hindered rotation and (3) represents the contribution from the translational motions.
At this stage, we assume a priori that the rotational contribution is too fast to be detected here. A good fit of the experimental data has been obtained using eq. 1 and the evolution of the line widths Γ(Q) as a function of Q 2 resulting from the fitting procedure are reported in Fig. 2 for three different densities. These curves display a linear increase at small Q and tend toward an asymptotic value at higher Q values. These features are characteristic of a jump diffusion process. In this case, the evolution of the line width Γ(Q) as a function of Q 2 is given by:
where τ 0 , is the residence time and D the translational diffusion coefficient. An overall agreement is observed between the experimental and the fitted values (using eq. 4, see solid line in Fig. 2 ) of the line 
width as a function of Q. We notice some small discrepancies at high Q values (Q 2 > 3 Å 2 ) and for the curve corresponding to the lowest density state because of the small signal-to-noise ratio of the quasielastic scattering in these two cases (cf. Fig. 2 ). Thus, from the good fit obtained with this model, we have determined the parameters D, τ 0, and the mean jump distance L, which is related to D and τ 0 by L = √ --6Dτ 0 . The evolution of these three parameters as a function of the density of supercritical water is reported in Figs. 3-5 , respectively. The corresponding error bars are due to the inherent signal to noise ratio in the measurements of I(Q,ω) and therefore in the determination of Γ(Q) as a function of Q 2 . The values of the diffusion coefficient D reported here are compared with those measured by NMR [21] for the same range of densities and temperatures. These latter values are given with an estimated accuracy of about ±10 %. The good agreement observed between the two sets of diffusion coefficients is important because it justifies a posteriori the applicability of the jump diffusion model and the hypothesis that rotational motions contribute only to the background. Moreover, it appears that D increases strongly as the density of the medium decreases, a result in agreement with both previous experimental [21] and simulation works [15, 18, 19] . The evolution of the residence time τ 0 is reported in Fig. 4 . We observe a slight increase of τ 0 with values ranging between 0.14 and 0.2 ps as the density of the medium decreases. The values are roughly 10 times shorter than the ones measured in ambient liquid water. The difference between the values of τ 0 calculated at ambient conditions and that in dense SCW might be explained by the fact that at higher temperature, the kinetic energy of the medium facilitates frequent breaking of hydrogen bonds. On the other hand, the shorter decay constant calculated in dense supercritical water compared to the lowest-density state might be due to a smaller mean-free path and more frequent collisions in the high-density state. Other authors have found a similar result by using molecular dynamics simulations. Indeed, Mizan et al. [19] have calculated the hydrogen bond persistence time τ HB for liquid water and for SCW at 500°C as a function of density. This persistence time τ HB is defined as follows:
where N HB (t) is the number of hydrogen bond at time t.
It has been found that τ HB is about 0.1 ps for dense supercritical water at T = 500°C and ρ H 2 O = 0.659 gؒcm -3 (six times shorter than the value reported for ambient liquid water) and increases up to 0.2 ps for gaseous densities at T = 500°C and ρ H 2 O = 0.115 gؒcm -3 [19] . Thus, the evolution of the persistence time for H-bonds, as evaluated by molecular dynamics simulations, follows exactly the On the other hand, it has been shown above that, on the average, water molecules are H-bonded to other water molecules to form dimers or trimers. In this context, we might associate the residence time τ 0 to the H-bond lifetime, which is in very good agreement with the value of τ HB calculated by molecular dynamics simulation. If we consider now the evolution of the mean jump distance L as a function of density, we observe an almost linear increase in L from 1.5 Å at 0.9 g/cm 3 to 4 Å at 0.2 g/cm 3 (see Fig. 5 ). The mean jump distance reported for water at 473 K and 0.89 gؒcm -3 is only slightly above that reported for ambient liquid water (1.3 Å) [20] . However, as the density of the medium decreases, the average distance between water molecules increases strongly. As a result, in order to make a new hydrogen bond with another molecule, water has to diffuse over a longer distance.
